Diffusion of muonic hydrogen atoms in gaseous hydrogen is studied. Scattering kernels are derived from the kinematics of an inelastic binary collision. The effect of rotations of the hydrogen molecules is treated by defining and computing an effective inelastic energy transfer Q,e. The Doppler effect is taken into account by averaging the cross sections over the Maxwellian velocity distribution of the target molecules.
I. INTRODUCTION and the average cosine of the scattering angle f dE f dlsoltoX (E~E po) Pc(E') = X(E'} where X(E'), the total cross section, is defined by (2) X(E')= f dE Xo(E'~E) . (3) In this paper we derive expressions for Xo and po and present numerical results. The basic diSculty, which makes the muonic case qualitatively different from neutron scattering, is the large hyperfine splitting between the triplet (S =1) and singlet (S =0) states. Unlike in the case of ordinary hydrogen, where the hyperfine splitting has an energy only 5.9X10 eV (21 cm), the hyperfine splitting in the muonic hydrogen atom is about 0.183 eV. Since the energies considered in the work described here are of the same order, the singlet-triplet transitions must be taken into account in the diffusion process.
In Sec. II we present the kinematics of this two-level system colliding with a stationary scattering center.
These kinematics are inelastic in nature, because of the (CMCS) and in the laboratory coordinate system (LCS). In LCS (respectively, CMCS), the projectile enters the collision with speed v'=(2E')'~( respectively, u'), scatters through the angle cos 'iso (respectively, cos 'p, ), and emerges with speed v =(2E)' (respectively, u X(E', p, )=-, 'X(E') . Aust' = -, 'u + Vf+ -, 'Aur .
Combining conservation laws (5) and (6) and noting that and Eq. (11) follows: The velocity of the projectile in the LCS is the vector sum of its velocity in the CMCS and the velocity of the CMCS relative to the LCS (Fig. 1.) . Using 
Po(E') = . (Q, »s and Q,», or rather -Q,», which is positive and hence more convenient to plot). The curve~Q~=0.183 eV is given for reference since if the rotational transitions are neglected, Q =~Q~a nd Q = -~Q~. Q,» is a function of the initial kinetic energy of the muonic atom E'. In the equal probability approximation this is due to the fact that at higher E' more final states are allowed by energy conservation, and so Q,» has steps corresponding to the opening of new channels. In addition, in the neutron approximation, the conditional probabilities P,-f are 
, 'K =E'+E -2(E'E)' p, o -.
Units in Eqs. (26) and (27) 
